
        All packages include: title pages, scrolling names and titles, pictures and video 
insertion, including (Baby pictures, engagement pictures and other special moment), 
Digital  and  high definition editing, wireless microphone, high quality tapes,  
professional   broadcast  and  High definition camcorder,  digital  and  High 
definition video,  with imaginative transition and  special effect, a beautiful multiple 
song  of your choice, A highlight video montage from start to End from Bride 
preparations , ceremony to the reception, in between, we include all , Blessings, 
toasts, Bridal introductions, your first dance, Bride  father dance, Groom mother 
dance, wedding party dances, Guest interviews, Garter & Bouquet, etc…  your Last 
dance. 
 
The Basic:  4 hours, Videotaping of any event (Ceremony, Reception, party etc…) 
Including editing items, special effect, background   music etc... And delivered on a 1 
BLU-RAY disc or DVD, with one customized BLU-RAY or DVD Video case. 
_____________________________________________________$749.00 
 
Bridal special:   6 hours, Includes Ceremony & Reception, Includes editing items and 
special effects listed above and delivered on 2 BLU-RAY disc or DVD with 2 
customized BLU-RAY or DVD wedding cases_____________________  $999.00  
     

The Gold package: Up to 8 hours filming & editing, Includes all editing items and 
special     effects listed above and delivered on 3 standard BLU-RAY disc  or  DVD  with 
3 customized  wedding cases. ________________________________ $1,199.00 
 
    The platinum package: Up to 10 hours filming & Editing, includes all editing items 
and special effects listed above and delivered on 4 full motion, chapters menu and scene 
selection BLU-RAY disc or  DVD  with customized wedding cases.________$1,499.00 
 
Additional BLU-RAY disc (standard 25 GB) $35       double layers (50 GB) ______$50 
 
 Additional DVD’s   $ 15 each, ____________ (Full motion chapters menu add     $95 
 
Additional Videographer   for any event includes digital editing up to 8 hours___$995 
 
Additional filming   on location add, one hour ______________SD $145_ HD  $195 
 
Additional editing of any tape add, one hour_________________________$195 
 
CD photo album “through the year” with 100 photo______ ______________$300 
(Additional pictures 1$ each) 
 
Engagement (edited with chapters) ______________________________$400 
 
Love story with reception presentation ____________________________$400 
 
Rehearsal and rehearsal dinner _________________________________$400 



 
High definition filming (include BLU-RAY disc) add ___________________$400 
 
Raw Video SD on tapes-------------------------------US$ 100 an hour, minimum 6 hours 
 
Raw Video SD on (DVD + tapes) ---------------------US$ 115 an hour, minimum 6 hours 
 
Raw HD video on BLU-RAY--------------------------US$ 125 an hour, minimum 6 hours 
 


